General:
The list below includes the panel members for the review and evaluation process of the EPFL Fellows postdoctoral fellowship programme (call 2015). These panel members were appointed by the Chair of the EPFL Research Commission. There were in total six Panels in the areas listed below.

Note:
This information is given for reasons of transparency. Under no circumstances should peer reviewers be contacted by applicants, potential applicants or potential host institutions.

Questions:
Questions can be addressed to the EPFL Research Office: research.office@epfl.ch

Panel: Architecture, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Arnold, William
Barthélémy, Marc
Bou-Zeid, Elie
Hirschberg, Urs Leonhard
Labuz, Joseph
Tagliabue, Benedetta
Tashima, Charles

Panel: Basic Sciences
Engelen, Jos
Gade, Lutz
Giacobino, Elisabeth
Golse, François
Haynes, Peter
König, Burkhard
Lavis, Luke
Massobrio, Carlo  
McMorrow, Desmond  
Moerdijk, Ieke  
Slijivancanin, Zeljko  
Spatz, Joachim  
Spiro, Michel  
Vlahovska, Petia

Panel: Engineering

Beenakker, Cees  
Bernasconi, Marco  
Blom, Jan H.  
Dieguez, Oswaldo  
Lahann, Joerg  
Lauwereins, Rudy  
McCarthy, Michael  
Niordson, Christian  
Rignanese, Gian-Marco  
Vlugt, Thijs J.H.  
Westerweel, Jerry  
Wu, Ming  
Xu, Ting

Panel: Computer and Communication Science

Dutt, Nikil  
Eisenbach, Susan  
Kreiss, Gunilla  
Marculescu, Diana

Panel: Life Sciences

Adams, Rachel  
Aldskogius, Hakan  
Babiloni, Fabio  
Costa, Julia  
De Groote, Donat  
Deitcker, David  
Demangel, Caroline  
Dobolyi, Arpad  
Doerig, Christian  
Eyer, Joel  
Gardoni, Fabrizio  
Lampugnani, Maria Grazia
Pereira de Almeida, Luis
Screpanti, Isabella
Silke, John
Van Lohuizen, Maarten
Xapelli, Sara

Panel: College of Humanities

Bensaude-Vincent, Bernadette
Gomez Anson, Silvia
Pestre, Dominique
Obertelli, Patrick